
Pinnacol Assurance Makes the Smart Move 
to Nimble SmartStack 
Nimble and Cisco UCS Solution Reduces Data Center Footprint and Cuts 
Infrastructure Costs by 4X, while Simplifying Storage Management

Customer Background
Pinnacol Assurance is Colorado’s leading provider of workers’ compensation insurance. 
Founded in 1915, Pinnacol provides comprehensive, competitively priced coverage to 
over 900,000 Colorado workers; immediate attention to claims; a highly qualified network 
of medical providers; and proactive safety programs to approximately 56,000 Colorado 
businesses. Pinnacol reached $524 million in revenue 2014 with 555 employees.

IS Challenges
Pinnacol’s IS group was simultaneously launching a new virtualization initiative with a long-
term infrastructure standardization plan. The insurance company’s legacy UNIX application 
(Novell) needed to be virtualized and converted to x86 server architecture. Only 30 percent 
of Pinnacol’s applications had previously been virtualized, and the company wanted to 
increase that amount in order to consolidate rack space, increase server utilization and 
simplify storage management. 

“Footprint reduction was a major consideration in our decision because we were moving 
our data center from on-premise to a colocation facility where rack space consumption 
carries a hefty monthly expense,” noted Lindley. “Since most of our existing storage and 
server infrastructure was more than five years old, we knew it was a good time to go back 
to the drawing board to find out how we could make things a lot smaller and a lot simpler 
and still allow for future expansion.” 

Reviewing the Options 
Pinnacol looked at storage systems from Dell Compellent, EMC, and Nimble. 
“We were looking for something with flash at the front end and disk on the backend for 
more cost-efficient capacity,” Lindley said. “Integration and collaboration with Commvault 
was also a key factor in our decision because we were migrating away from EMC 
Networker to Commvault for all of our backup needs. Nimble definitely won out over the 
three contenders. The SmartStack solution with Cisco UCS infrastructure was positively 
the best fit for our organization.” 

SmartStack Benefits
Pinnacol has now consolidated its x86 infrastructure onto the Nimble SmartStack platform. 

“By moving to the SmartStack solution, we were able to go down from 14 racks to just 
three,” noted Lindley. “We also added an expansion shelf to support a video library 
application that was not on our original plan.”

Pinnacol’s IS environment 
was only 30 percent 
virtualized before Nimble. 
With the high performance and simplified management of the SmartStack solution, the 
company has been able to virtualize over 90 percent of its servers. The virtual environment 
is now standardized on x86 converged infrastructure.
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Information Services (IS) Challenges 
�� Needed a new storage solution to 

support virtualization and significantly 
reduce footprint

�� Wanted a converged infrastructure 
solution to simplify management

Nimble SmartStack Solution
�� Nimble CS500 arrays
�� Cisco UCS integrated infrastructure 

Benefits
�� Reduced storage footprint from 14 

racks to three racks
�� Increased virtualization coverage from 

30% to 90%
�� Simplified storage management 
�� Eliminated costly software licensing 

contracts, lowered up-front costs, and 

reduced costs for expansion

C A S E  S T U D Y :  P I N N A C O L  A S S U R A N C E

“The Nimble SmartStack solution 

is working so well in our virtual 

environment that we are now  

making plans to expand the  

Nimble footprint across our  

entire enterprise.”

 Brian Lindley
 Infrastructure and Cloud Services 
Manager, Pinnacol Assurance 



“Storage management is overwhelmingly easier with Nimble than it was with our previous 
systems,” Lindley reported. “The TCO of our storage environment has been substantially 
reduced thanks to elimination of the expensive software licensing contracts, lower up-front 
costs, and reduced costs for expansion. And finally, our SAN performance is no longer tied 
to spindle count/type, which translates into lower OpEx on space/power/cooling with the 
SmartStack solution.”

Future Plans
Pinnacol’s IS group is now in the process of setting up a new disaster recovery site at a remote 
facility, using CommVault for backups. 

“The Nimble SmartStack solution is working so well in our virtual environment that we are 
now making plans to expand the Nimble footprint to support our Oracle environment,” Lindley 
concluded.
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